Cardiff Roadshow - March 14th
2019

Session 1- Value based Procurement in Wales
9.00-09.30am- Registration & Exhibition
09.30am-09.40am- Chair Opening Address- Scott Buckler, Manager, NHS Sustainability Campaign
09.50am-10am – Sustainability across Wales
Chris will present a brief overview of Welsh progress on sustainability
Speaker - Christopher Lewis BEng (Hons), PGDip, MIEnvSc, Senior Environment and Facilities Management
Advisor, NHS Wales Shared Services Partnership - Specialist Estates Services

10am – 10:20am - Securing a sustainable future for the NHS in Wales
Speaker - Vaughan Gething AM, Cabinet Secretary for Health and Social Services- Invited
10:20am- 10.40am- Value based procurement within the NHS
Value-based procurement systems and models enable sustainability to be embedded within any
purchasing decision. Value-based procurement goes hand in hand with value-based healthcare services
yet in England this is currently being overlooked. In Wales there are great strides being made by
government and NHS to embed this model.
Speaker- Adele Cahill, Associate Director Value-Based Care, Aneurin Bevan Health Board- Confirmed
10.40am-11.00am- Implement sustainability measures to reduce the environmental impact of food
purchasing
Jessica will discuss Introducing a streamlined approach to catering services within NHS Wales to ensure
high quality, nutritious food is provided to patients. The presentation will also examine the importance
of sustainability measures in reducing environmental impact when purchasing.
Speaker- Jessica Bearman, Lead Dietitian Procurement at NHS Wales Shared Services Partnership Invited
11.00am-11:20am- How reuse goes hand in hand with value- based procurement within your trust
Speaker- Daniel O’Conner, Head of Customer Happiness, Warp-It
11:20am-11.40am- Clinical based patient care sustainability
Waste within Clinical areas of the NHS should not be underestimated. It costs the NHS millions each
year, however, through the reduction of single use products much of this can be eliminated. This
presentation will address the role of reprocessing and remanufacturing services for single use medical
devices and the impact it can have on procurement.

Speaker- Paul Broadberry, Business Development Manager, Stryker Solutions
11.40am-12.00am- Refreshments & Expo

Session2- Tackling waste and driving savings in Wales
12.00am- 12.15am- 'Beds or Bins' - Reducing overheads through efficient waste management in Wales
Is the NHS evaluating its on-site waste management costs regularly? Often an area taken for granted, in
some case often overlooked. This must attend session from leading waste providers, Welsh based
Forward Waste, will explore how simple changes to on-site waste management can create significant
savings, financial and environmental.
Speaker- MJ Rose, Business Development Manager, Forward Waste
12.15am- 12.25pm- In it together: Creating a whole trust approach
Overall winners of the 2018 NHS Sustainability Awards, Guys & St Thomas’s speak about the journey
that they have had over the past five years, where from humble beginnings, they have grown leading to
the success at the 2018 Sustainability Awards.
This presentation will concentrate on the importance of various aspects such as staff engagement,
senior management buy in & their SAVE project
Speaker-Alan Armstrong, Waste Manager, Guy’s and St Thomas’ NHS Foundation Trust & Bywaters
12.25pm-12.45pm- The UK Plastics Pact
UK Plastics Pact in turning the UK’s ambition into action. The Pact and its members are on a journey to
totally transforming the plastic system in the UK and tackling the urgent problem of plastic pollution.
This presentation will discuss the ambitions of the pact, the newly created £1.4 million plastic flagship
competition and how the NHS in Wales can support change.
Speaker- Carl Nichols, Head of Wrap Cymru- Confirmed
12.45pm- 1.05pm- Making a plastic pledge, how Queens Hospital, Burton, is tackling the plastic
challenge and making savings!
This must attend session will explore how the NHS is pledging to cut plastic with a fascinating insight
from Queen’s Hospital, Burton. The session will explore how the hospital has integrated Sterimelt
technology into its Sustainable Development Management Plan and reaping the rewards. Are you
looking to make plastic reductions and capture financial savings? If so this session will provide you with
the tools to get going.
Speaker- Natalie Roddis, waste and sustainability officer at Queen's Hospital, Burton & TCG

1.05pm-1.45pm- Lunch & Refreshments

Session 3- Invest to save through sustainability
1.45pm-2.05pm- Helping major energy users in the healthcare sector to improve energy efficiency and
operational performance through on-site generation
This session will explore a how trusts are improving energy efficiency, taking ownership and delivering
savings through on-site generation, demand management and energy insights.
Centrica
2.05pm-2.25pm- Grundon

2.25pm-2.45pm- How smart leadership can save money for the NHS
Mark Griffiths, Operations Director, Bouygues Energy Services will present an overview of how Estates
and Facilities can drive efficiencies in mobility, energy and local services in conjunction with
improvements in environment, safety and security and health and wellbeing. Mark will share examples
from across Europe and provide a bite-size presentation on how you can create a ‘smart culture’.
Speaker- Mark Griffiths, Operations Director, Bouygues Energy Services
2.45pm-3pm- Skanska

